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Figure 3.11 Sensitivity analysis for the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover model.
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PREDICTIVE MODEUNG

Model desi~

The.calibrated model was used to define the head distribution and internal cell-by-eell flow

terms when the system is, stressed with tl!e addition of the wellfields operating at projected pumpage

levels. Individual wells in wellfields were modeled as point sinks at model nodes using the

MODFLOW well package; all other aspects of !he calibrated model were the same. 1be purpo~ of

the simulations was to generate the inputs needed for particle tracking to define zones-of-contribution

and times-of-travel (Chapter 4).

For wellhead protection purposes, the question arises as to which pump rates and

corresponding zones-of-contribution to use. We chose the estimated year 2005 average daily pump

rates (Table 3.3) for delineating zones of influence and times of travel for wellhead protection

purposes, as well as predicting future nitrate concentrations. We also simulated year 2005 maximum

daily pump rates to examine model sensitivity to pumping rate.

Table 3.3. Municipal wellfield pump rates.

Model Pump Rate (cfs)
Well Name Row Col 2005 Av& 2005 Max
Stevens Point #5 58 22 0.422 2.14
Stevens Point #6 42 28 1.238 3.56
Stevens Point #7 41 29 0.984 3.56
Stevens Point #8 39 30 2.100 2.85
Stevens Point #9 45 25 1.062 2.06
Stevens Point #10 35 33 1.336 5.85
Whiting Village #1 80 18 0.380 0.93
Whiting Consolidated #2 77 18 1.672 2.20
Whiting Consolidated #3 78 19 1.672 2.20
Whiting Consolidated #4 79 20 1.672 2.20
Whiting Kimberly Clark Combined #5/#6 72 19 2.298 3.14
Plover #1 97 51 1.350 2.59
Plover #2 100 51 1.350 2.59

The total pumpage and its .distribution among wells is based on the best estimate by municipal

planners at the time of this writing and may need to be updated as pumpage trends become more

defined. The City of Stevens Point anticipates a year 2005 average daily pumpage of 7.142 cfs,

compared to the 1990 pumpage of 5.806 cfs (Donohue, }991). The pumpage for individual wells 5
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through 9 were determined by adjusting the 1981-1990 ten year average pumpage for each well

(Donohue, 1991) for 1990 pumpage without water sales to the Village of~ting. Stevens Point Well

#10 was brought on-line in 1994, but an anticipated pump schedule was not available. We assumed

that to minimize efficiency degradation in wells 5-9, pumpage increases from 1990 to 2005 will be met

by the number 10 well. The anticipated maximum day pumpage for 2005 for Stevens Point is 20 cfs,

based on 280% of average day demands (Donohue, 1991). The individual well pumpage for

maximum day demand for wells 5-9 was based on rated capacity times a long term efficiency factor of

80%, with well #10 assigned any umnet demand. Increased industrial water sales being considered by

Stevens Point may significantly increase the anticipated water pumpage.

The Whiting Well #1 serves the village needs. The village does not anticipate any significant

change in village water demand, and the average pumpage for 1994 was also used for year 2005

average day pumpage (Schlegel, 1994). The maximum day pumpage was calculated as the 1992-94

average pumpage increased by a factor of 280%, as used for the City of Stevens Point.

The Whiting Consolidated Wells #2-4 average day pumpage for year 2005 was calculated as

the average 1994 pumpage (Schlegel, 1994) times an estimated county 10 year growth factor of

10.67% (Census), divided evenly among the wells. The maximum day pumpage was calculated as the

1989-94 average pumpage times a typical maximum day factor (1.37 based on March 1994 daily

pumpage) times the projected county growth (10.67%). The Kimberly-Clark Wells #5-6 pumpage

were calculated in a similar fashion. A fourth Consolidated well that is being considered may

significantly increase pumpage.

The Plover pumpage projections were obtained from Becker-Hoppe (1990), and divided

evenly between the two wells.

Results

The effect of the well sinks on the water table configuration is shown in Figure 3.12.

Drawdown effects are notable near the wellfields , and to variable extent upgradient.

The model indicates that the Plover wellfield uniformly intercepts westward moving

groundwater flow. Even through the wellfield is approximately 1/2 mile south of the Little Plover

River, it interacts substantially with the stream. Unlike Stevens Point, the Plover wellfield does not

directly induce recharge from the stream, but rather intercepts groundwater that would otherwise

discharge to the stream somewhere along its course. The model predicts that pumping the Plover

wells at their year 2005 daily average will reduce baseflow by 47% for the stretch above Springville
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of the water table (feet MSL) calculated for no municipal well
pumpage, year 2005 average daily pumpage, and year 2005 maXimum daily
pumpage.
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Pond, as shown in Figure 3.13. Negative cumulative flows in the figure are the result of the

limitations of the MODFLOW river package. In reality, reaches with negative cumulative flow would

become dry with the absence of substantial surface runoff. Because the model was not designed and

calibrated for a Little Plover area scale project, the streamflow impacts are approximate and need to

be studied and modeled in greater detail. However, streamflow considerations need to be considered

in addition to traditional wellhead protection concerns if the Little Plover is to be maintained.

As expected, the Whiting wellfield appears to intercept flow moving towards the Plover River,

as indicated by the uniform displacement of head contour lines to the east and northeast. Some

induced recharge from the Plover River is also likely due to the extra head conditions resulting from

McDill Pond.

The Stevens Point main wellfield is located close to the Plover River (Figure 2.2), and was

designed to benefit from direct induced recharge from the river. The model indicates that wellfield

pumpage has little impact on the water table (Figure 3.12), which is largely due to considerable

induced recharge. Induced flow particularly limits the amount of groundwater from east of the river
i

that would otherwise find its way to the wellfield. Geologic conditions west of the river also influence

groundwater flow. Aside from a buried bedrock valley (Figure 2.9) the recharge area west of the

river has low transmissivity resulting from the aquifer being thin (high bedrock), and contributes little

water to the wellfield. It is not possible to exactly apportion the source of groundwater being pumped

by the Stevens Point wellfield to east, west, or from the river itself. This difficulty is caused by the

river cells in the wellfield area exhibiting a complex mixture of gaining and lOSing stretches.

Considering that the model calculates only a net for each cell, it is even likely that some cells contain

both gaining and losing faces. Some assumptions, based on a water budget, for apportioning the

source areas relative to land use and water quality concerns are discussed in Chapter 6.

The total impact from Stevens Point and Whiting wellfields on Plover River flows are

significant, as would be expected (Figure 3.14). The total year 2005 average daily pumpage of these

wellfields of 14.8 cfs are a direct or indirect reduction of the river baseflow. While this 10%

reduction in the average streamflow is not as noticeable as the potential Little Plover impacts, effects

on aquatic communities, sediment rates, and aesthetics need to be considered as pumpage increases.

CONCWSIONS

The MODFLOW model is a reasonable representation of the unconfined aquifer utilized by

the municipal wellfields , and suitable for supporting a particle tracking analysis of the
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Figure 3.13 Cumulative baseflow in the Little Plover River under three pumping scenarios.
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wellfields. As additional data become available, the model will be adjusted to maintain its usefulness

as a management tool. Groundwater-stream interactions should be explored in more detail, especially

in the Stevens Point main wellfield area. Model design and input data fit and support a regional

analysis; the model should be interpreted with caution for localized or site specific study.





CHAYfER4

ZONE-QF-CONTRIBUTION DELINEATION

INTRODUCTION

A well's "zone-of-contribution" is the land surface that contributes groundwater recIulrge to the

well. Frequently, the zone-of-contribution or the area within a certain time of travel within the zone

of-contribution is adopted as a wellhead protection area. A number of methods are available to

delineate a well or wellfield's zone-of-contribution. We used particle tracking model techniques to

accomplish the delineation for the municipal wells in this study. Particle tracking models 'use the

distribu~on of hydraulic heads (water table elevation) and aquifer parameters from a groundwater flow

model to calculate flow paths for imaginary fluid particles moving through a groundwater flow field.

If the coordinates for imaginary particles are placed around pumping wells and transported backward

in time and space, the flow paths they trace delineate the zones-of-contribution. Particle tracking

models can also calculate cumulative times-of-travelat intermediate positions for each parncle,

allowing times-of-travel (TOT) to be delineated. While in this study the particle tracking model was

implemented with particular interest in the municipal wells, the model can be used to trace

groundwater flow up- or down-gradient from any other point of interest in the domain.

PARTICLE TRACKING MODEL

Model Code and Inputs

The particle tracking code used for this delineation is the USGS MODPATH model (Pollock,

1989). MODPATH requires the MODFLOW input and output flies plus porosity information and an

indicator for each component of the stress packages that specifies how the flow is handled relative to

the cell geometry. A uniform porosity of 0.32 was used (see Chapter 2). Recharge, river, and drain

flow were assigned to the top cell face. Wells were treated as internal sinks.

Limitations/Assumptions

While particle tracking models are widely used for wellhead protection area delineation,

certain limitations should be considered. The quality of the groundwater flow model used as input to
,

the particle tracking model is a potential limitation because uncertainties in the flow model are

inherited by the particle tracking model. Grid discretization can also become a limitation. Too coarse

of a grid can resclt in a weak sink condition, which occurs when a sink within a cell (e.g., well or


